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Alex also snorted, pressing an incomparably powerful mental power towards Shaun Baker.

At first, Shaun intended to make Zachary Xavier kneel on his knees using mental coercion, just so he could
display his abilities. Therefore, he was completely focused on targeting only Zachary and Sky Melvis.

Never did he expect that a real expert would be right beside them.

When Alex’s mental power came down on him, he felt like he had been plunged into the abyss of hell, and an
immense pain was felt in his ocean of consciousness.

Thud! Thud! Thud!

Shaun took three consecutive steps back. Naturally, the mental coercion exuded from him could not be
maintained.

In that instant, Zachary and Sky felt their bodies lightened. However, the extreme contrast made Sky’s injuries
worse, causing him to cough up a mouthful of blood once again.

Shaun stood still as he raised his head and stared at Alex.

“Who are you?” He was extremely arrogant and conceited.

Such a young Grandmaster was extremely rare in the entire America.

When he looked at Alex, who seemed to have no inner energy in his body at all and looked no different than
an ordinary person, he absolutely didn’t believe that Alex was a martial expert who had surpassed him at this
age. Rather, he felt that this guy was probably a psychic user. In terms of mental power, he had abilities
different from the ordinary people.

In addition, he only suffered a big loss because he was defenseless against Alex previously.

Alex didn’t have the slightest hint of favorable impression towards Shaun, so he coldly said, “I’m Alex
Rockefeller, the elder of Divine Constabulary in South California!”

“Elder?” Shaun laughed loudly. “How could I not know that there’s an extra elder in South California’s
Divine Constabulary? Wait, Alex Rockefeller? You’re that Alex Rockefeller who completed the Golden
Tower’s mission.”

Zachary tried desperately to signal Alex with his eyes. However, Alex did not seem to see them at all.

He was completely in a clear mind. He was just a Grandmaster, what was there to be afraid of? Even if all
three great Grandmasters from Divine Constabulary really joined forces, so what? There was still Aunt
Rockefeller behind him!

“That’s right, it was me!” Alex nodded, then swept a glance at Soraya.

“What is the reason for you to criticize us so aggressively today, Guardian Baker? Are you trying to stand up
for this woman? Then, you should be thanking me. If I hadn’t rescued her yesterday night, she would have
already been forced to sleep with Giovanni Winn from the Golden Tower. And you? You’d be growing
mushrooms from your head from all the waiting!”

Soraya was surprised. ‘It was him?!’

‘He was the one killed Giovanni Winn yesterday? And Giovanni Winn’s subordinates? It was no wonder that
Hubert Gordan was the one who came to untie me.’

Soraya looked at Alex while still feeling grateful in her heart However, she didn’t like the sounds of the last
part of those words.

Shaun was especially furious when he heard those words. “How presumptuous! How could you say words like
that? How dare you disrespect your superiors? Knee! down!”

Alex roared with laughter. “Guardian Baker, you haven’t become the constabulary’s president, yet you throw
your display of power around like that! People who don’t know you would think that you’re king of this
place!”

Shaun’s eyes were cold, but he turned towards Zachary suddenly. “Zachary Xavier, what have you been
teaching your subordinates? Forget about how your martial arts have been ruined, even your person is useless.
Does your subordinate want to rebel? If you don’t want to teach him a lesson, then I will.”

As he said that, he immediately made a move toward Alex. He stomped his foot fiercely, flying toward Alex
like a ghost to attack him.

But at this moment, Alex suddenly shouted, “Kneel down!”

The mysterious bead in his upper energy core also jumped fiercely at this moment, causing a force of powerful
mental coercion to engulf Shaun.

“Ahhhh!!”

Shaun tried his best to resist, roaring loudly. However, in the end, he still couldn’t withstand it and fell to his
knees with a thud.

Everyone was stunned in that instant, especially Soraya. She looked at Alex as if she was looking at a deity.

